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San Jose Mayor Robert Welch yesterday suggested one way to
better communication between SJS and the city on Seventh Street,
in the future is San Carlos Street.
but declared that the big problem
Appearing before Student Council for the second time In two
to see an album of pictures
years Mayor Welch said he wants
compiled which would show the City Council what is going on
when 2,000 students can be seen changing classes at one time.
He went on to say that pictures
of students ch a ng I ng classes
"would put the fear of God" into
those in city government who are
against the street’s closing.
Mayor Welch stated also that
he has failed to observe the sooilled overflow traffic on surrounding streets. "It seems to be
borne out that it is students who
The Steve Driggs-C1arcia deare going around and around
looking for a place to park their bate on "Cuba" has been set for
ears," Mayor Welch commented. 7:30 Monday in Allen Hall.
The Allen Hall Culture ComTREMENDOUS PROBLEM
mittee volunteered early this week
Yet the Mhyor said the Seventh to sponsor the debate.
Street problem will minimize
In an interview last week the
itself. "San Carlos Street is the subjects of the debate agreed that
tremendous problem," he added. they would each give short preHe said that traffic either will liminary statements followed by
go over the street and students rebuttals and culminating with
will have to use tunnels, or the questions from the audience.
opposite solution will he necesIn a forum debate earlier this
sary. At any rate, he said, "We semester, Driggs and others spoke
long
for
a
dicker
to
have
will
on their views of Cuba as visitors
time."
there this summer.
PLEA
Garcia challenged Deices to deAfter the council listened to bate on the topic of Cuba saying’
Mayor Welch’s talk, it heard ASB "I challenge anyone who
lies
Attorney General Bill Holley make about Cuba."
a plea to the student body conGarcia teaches in San Jose and
cerning the Halloween situation attends SJS in the evenings.
He
at SJS.
left his native Cuba in 1957, re"It has been a real problem in turning in 1958 and
1960.
the past few years," he stated.
Driggs, a political science ma"An undesirable element comes in, jor, is a
member of TASC (Towand college students end up in ard
an Active Student Communjail."
ity).
He admonished students to stay
indoors on Oct. 31. "There will be
unmarked police cars in the area
Halloween night." Holley said.
In other business, ASB
Justice Larry Ferrarrio swore in
new freshman representatives Bill
Clark. Rick Trout, Jerry Spolter
Dr. Frederic A. Weed, head of
and Dee Dee Dwight and Burke the SJS Political Science DepartCoveny, graduate representative. ment, will speak before students
in C’H166 today at 3:30.
Dr. Weed is currently a memAir Power Series
ber of the Santa Clara County
Film Tomorrow
Democratic Central Committee
"Space for the Benefit of Man- and was formerly an alderman in
kind," this week’s Air Power Illinois.
series film which deals with ProThe Demacratic Club is sponsorjects Mercury, Gemini. and Apollo, ing the talk and the group will
will he shown in TI155 at 2:30 nominate club officers followirg
p.m. tomorrow.
Dr. Weed’s lecture.

Democratic Club
Chief’Sponsors Talk
By Prof. Weed
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Dr. Rhine Speaks

Cuban Debaters
Clash Monday
Night, Allen Nall
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Seventh St. Still A Problem;
But Issue To Be San Carlos
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How Your Press Works

ESP May Provide
Window Into Mind
By FORREST CASSIDY
What is Man?
In an age that is witnessing tremendous advances in the physical
sciences, one of the least understood aspects of life is the nature of
man himself, according to Dr. Joseph a Rhine.
However, the relatively new field of extrasensory perception
Inay provide the window through which the mysteries of the human
-- mind may be studied, he said.
Dr. Rhine spoke yesterday on
"ESP What Can We Make of
It?" before an overflow crowd in
Concert Hall.
He traced the three stages in
the study of ESP and gave examples of how this phenomenon
manifests itself.
All radical. revolt/1ionary ideas
are first ridiculed by men who
later try to make sense of them
The Negro "freedom movement" and finally try to use them, said
will be the topic today of Carl Dr. Rhine.
Bloice, Negro reporter for the
LAUGHED AT
People’s World, weekly West
The director of Duke UniverCoast newspaper.
sity’s parapsychology laboratory
GETS THE ONCE-OVER One of
the 36
and Country; Mrs. Pauline Bailey, wife of WayBloice, 23, will speak at 3:30 in since 1940. Dr. Rhine’s early rebeauties vying for the title of Homecoming
farer Dick Bailey; Elaine Halvorsen, 1962 HomeTH55 under the auspices of TASC search was laughed at by critics
Queen hands judges her official Homecoming
coming Queen; Dr. William J. Dusel, SJS vice
(Toward an Active Student Com- who nicknamed parapsychology
photo. All contestants were interviewed yesterpresident; Carl D. Duncan, 1963 Homecoming
"perhaps -psychology" or "psych munity
day afternoon by, from left to right, Herm
grand marshal. Ten semi-finalists will be anThe speaker visited eisio dem. psychology." But the fun turned to
Swanson, manager of Mosher’s, Ltd., at Town
nounced today after an afternoon tea.
anstrators in Greenwood and Jack- ridicule when ESP began enter,atta Miss., and Atlanta and Al- ing the professional world.
bany. Ga., last summer.
’The ridicule was a natural atBlolce participated in the MRS- tempt to dispose of ESP." said
sive March on Washington on Airs Dr. Rhine. "ESP was considered
too challenging. It had no place
28 of this year.
in science or psychology."
Finally, ridicule turned to serioils criticism as researchers tried
San Jose State Ls justifying its i placement tests. This brings the
to make sense of their mass of
1114. Leyt day to pick
Tialas
position as the foremast Peace total of students taking the test
The crusade ago list eigarellr
, compiled slat a.
1ti, 509 to date. This is the greatest smoking has come close to bearing up free tickets for Saturday’s
Corns school.
REVOLUTIONARY
The number of SJS students number of students to sign up to fruit in the Science I*nartment. San Jose State -California foot"Revoliltionary ideas seldom
signing up to take the Peace Corps take the placement tests during
A recent vote taken in the Sci- ball game at Ilierkeley. Tickets
placement tests this week is evience Area showed that 50 instruc- may bc obtained at the Student ’make sense at first." Dr. Rhine
said. -They wouldn’t t* revolutors favored removing the cigar- Affairs Business Office I It- I
dence of this fact, and there are
The testing site for the resice
ette machines from the Science upon pn-sentation of ASB cards. tionary if they did."
others.
Corps placement tests has
lie described four types of exTwo summers ago, SJS was the Mined CO B33 due to the riser. Building. while 35 were opposed to
’ iainscity phenomena eneountraining site for volunteers. Ac- flow of students signed up to such action, seven votes short of
1,1 during his research.
cording to Peace Corns Director take the test. T111. times of 1111. I he two-thirds majitrity needed.
Dr. Robert J. Moore, dean it
During World War 11, he reFt. Sargent Shriver, "the training ii.s1S will remain the same.
seiences and occupations, amain . .
kited, a Duke coed said she had
given here was excellent." Shrivel’
dreamed years earlier of her fialso staled that SJS will figure a single visit by a Peace Corps red yesterday that the pmposal
to remove cigarette machines was
ance getting off a train. In the
in future Peace Corps plans as a team.
dream his dark hair had turned
training center.
The Peace Corps information tabled indefinitely at a meeting et
white during the assault. Dr.
The 57 Peace Corps volunteers renters in front, of the Spartan the Science Isepartment heads.
A vote was also taken on a proDr. Rhine continued, the coed refrom SJS in the past are also Bookstore and the cafeteria will
ceived a letter from her fiance
testimony to the support given I be open today and tomorrow from posal to remove the candy ma - 1 Kenneth Edwin Winkler,
the program from this school.
R a.m. to 8 p.m. Students inter- chines, but this was overwhelm.; year-old senior engineering majir. saying his hair actually had turned
By 2 p.m. yesterday, 87 5.15 ested in taking the placement ingly defeated 66-21.
was released from San Jose Hos- ;white during the assault. Dr.
Tlie proposal to remove the pital yesterday afternoon in good ’Rhine attributed the girl’s experistudents had signed up for the I tests may sign up at these centers.
cigarette machines came up at it condition after an accident Mon- ence to a "telepathic brain."
meeting of the department heads
day.
In another instance. the pregtime,
At
lhat
three weeks pg,,,
Winkler received forhead injur- nant wife of a mtner who had lost
cacti
depart ment head Sr an in - ies when his motorcyele and a his left hand 1111,AMM that her
Articled to poll the members
’ half -ton truck collided at Virginia baby would he horn without its
department, but the results: and Second Streets.
left hand. II was. Dr. Rhine
inconclusive.
The truck, officers said, was termed this a case of "clairvoyant
At the next meeting. it was de- westbound on Virgins Street when int uit ion."
cated to take a vote throughout
the driver tried to turn left in
WARNINGS
!the department on the removal of front of the motorcycle.
cigarette and(-(-tinily marliines.
He also described instances of
Police records name the driver
as James Frank Peterson. 57, hallucinations and physical mani2298 S. First St., a serviceman for I festations which the stihjeccts interpreted as warning of the apa San Jose truck dealer.
proaching death of loved ones.
Admitting that many CAWS may
sheer coincidence. Dr. Rhine
vied that they defy physical
.1111...Ilin
(.1.11111111,
Iti
esolanat ion.
spom,
lioOkS." an valuta?
’’They all happends1 0) normal
\
the Sanglia Club, IS C111’11.11’1!.
people,- he said. -thus putting
on display in the College Library.
them in the psychological realm "
, central section.
pent
An SJS student whii
Ile added that they are outside
I ’rhe textbooks were made avail - months on a kibbutz. in collect: ,
the bounds of the recognized scilab* to the Sangha Club from the farm, in Israel. will relate his i
ences. hut he also noted that the
collection of Phillip Karl Eirlmann. pretences tonight at 8 in Newman
laws of physical science were disS.IS graduate student. Eirlmann Hall, 79 So. 5th St.
I covered when the world was Con lived in Japan for many years
David Zucker, senior social sci- sidereal a mysterious combination
1
’where he did graduate work
ence major, will give a talk and of fire. thunder and magic.
were show slides on his experiences in
textbooks
displayed
The
In the search to discover the
11,111
types of JapaneSe Israel His appearance is co-spon- nature of man, Dr. Rhine said
the seventeenth sonsi by the Student Zionist Or- I instances of extrasensory percepschools
from
through the nineteenth centuries. ganization and Hillel.
tion illustrate the boundaries be.
Zucker went to Israel on, a
Included in the display are sevellinenlynee and fart
eral manuals for teacher-training scholarship in September,
and textbooks for the teaching of I where he studied at ii sehrsol v i;ii
100 other students front 1/1.111 I
Chinese. Initi-ti :Ind Sanskrit.
"Art For Modern Living"
nom,

’Freedom’
To Be Topic
Of Lecture

Peace Corps Sign ups Plan To Remove
Cigarettes Tabled
Reach 509Record By Science Dept.

Cal Tickets

Student Reported
In Good Condition
Following Accident

Print Shop Turns Copy Into Type; , re
Daily Staffers Work Nights, Too Japanese Exhibit
EDITOR’S
NOTE:
This
ii
th.
louoh in I serie1
of
trephining how the Spartanarticles
Daily is arodared. The series is being run
this
’son) in conjunction with National
Newspaper Weielt. Oct. 13-19.

Its MIKE DUNNE
Nuclvis. if Sitartan Daily proilistion
where news, ads and
Pholos come together as type
Metal is located in
a small, neat
print shop on
San Jose’s South
first Street.
In this building
is housed Globe
Printing Cn,
where five days and
nights a week
seven men piece together the Spartan
Daily.
here, typewriter
ink and pen marks are transferred
into
hard. leari-likr lines
of type. Four
illlulype
machines,
averaging 24
’alleys of ins.
each issue. execute
this initial
step in the composing
Each galley holds
approxiNtely 160 lines
of type.
Once a galley
of type is set,
a
Prnof, or
copy, is pulled and,
lking with
the original copy,
thken to
is
the Daily’s
day editor
and nreofreader,
who
work
in
a
An
adjoining
the composing
afse.
Here Ibn
proofreader reads the
t’lleS proof
aloud to the day
elltor, who
silently reach
the 011g"

inal story simultanoote.iy. III no
doing, any typographical errors or
deviations from copy are corrected
usually.
Two advertising representatives
Follow a similar procedure In correcting their copy.
While the proofreader and day
editor are correcting errors, Dick
Dorrnois, night foreman, is placing
the type into page forms, tollowing
specific placement instructions on
dummy pages sent to the shop
along with the copy.
As the news type is being placed
in the forms, errors found and
marked on the galley proofs by the
proofreader and clay editor are
removed and corrected lines are
put in their place.
Once everything has been placed
In the forms a final proof of each
page is taken to the day editor,
who checks to make sure all errors specified on the galley proofs
have been corrected
Early the following morning the
forms are placed on a Gnss flatbed
press and the Spartan Daily’s
press run of 12,000 papers begins.
Once the press run is completed, a smelting process is employed to remelt most of the used
type and ready it for reuse in the
*tune process.

-

tr. by

LOOKING ,DVERa headline which is too long for the space
allotted and contemplating how to shorten it are Dick Dormois,
Globe Printing Co. night foremen (1.), and Steve Spence, a
Spartan day editor. Five nights a week a Daily day editor and
froofreader spend between three and eight hours at the print
shop checking for such errors.

Displayed Here

student

’Little 500’ Trials
Changed to 2:30

Football Contest

will
11, 511Y.
time tric
be held tomorrow at 2 A’ lint
on the South Campus
k instead of at 3 10 as pi. aunty
team will he
Rninninced. Each
competing against the clock to
qualify for the Oct. 25 bike
race.

To Tell
Collective Israel
Farm Experiences

This week’s entry blank in
the Spartan
Flying
Football
content
*ppm’ IN WI
page six. A free round-trip flight
to Los Angeles is the prize at
freed to this week’s winner.
Content deadline is Fridas
noon.

ART PRINT SALE

s 98

AND

8198

OCT. 2 I st
Spartan Bookstore

1-41PA.RTAN DAILY

Tiiirotv fletrsher 17 1,1P1

exc’s.

Thrust and Parry
EDITOR’S NOTE: Thrust and Parry
letters, becuse of spasm limitations,
wit be limited te a maximum of 300
sroids, preferably typed end doubleding this
spaced. Letters
amount ither will not be printed or
will be ditd to conform to length.
It,. editor also totems, th right to
dit lettrs to conform to style and
good tste Letters of personal attacks will not b printed All letters
must include the wr;tr s signatur
and AA number.

Do-Gooders ’Danger’
SJS Student Charges
Editor:
I believe that I can finally.
take my hat off to the Spartan
Dailybut only so long as to
brash away the flies from
Wednesday’s editorial.
This fine product of journalism apprenticeship attacked the
administration of the College of
San Mateo for its attempt to
"save" the "souls and bodies of
its students" by banning the sale
of cigarettes on campus.
With a "hip, hip" and a "hooray," the author launched into
deriding this "noble move" and
then, quite adequately, showed
the fallacy of CSM’s actions.
I respect the sentiment behind

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP
339 S. 1st St.
(across from Hahn)
CY 7-4653

"’NEt

* Imported Pipes
sad Tobaccos
* Meerichasm and
Calabash Pipes
* Sleeker’ Accesorisis
* Complete Stock
of Magazines
and Paperbacks
* Barnes & Noble
College Outline Series

Known For
Good Food-Hal and Betty Bohannon
we proud of their reputation for the finest food

the editorial. and I
prior to a
we’ll -known TGIF raid earlier
this month, would have been the
first to applaud the cause. Alone
with you, I would ". . . doubt it
the college also considered the
intelligence of its students.’’
Again, I agree with you that
CSM should have taken a positive approach. Like our own SJS
administration, it could have
worked hand -in -handcuff with
the local authorities to quite effectively reveal certain "dangerous aspects" to its students.
I’m sorry to say that the only
real "dangerous aspects" which
have been demonstrated to both
CSM and SJS students are those
aspects typifying the small. DoGorxi minds, of some administrators and public officials, and the
lengths they will go to in order
to accomplish their "noble
deeds."
Jerry Ashton
A4103

live up to this reputation
daily at Bohannon’s.
Come out this weekend
and try their specialty
Young

Domesticated

Ring -Necked Pheasant. A
favorite for over ten years
at . . .

CY 2-1266
1401 S. First St.

FOREIGN CAR

SPECIALISTS

Editor:
Mr. Bayard’s criticism of the
administration (Thrust and
Parry. Oct. 14) in condoning a
raid on a recent student "beer
bust" is unjustified. Bayard’s
thesis seems to be that "freelom" means he is free to do
lk hat he jolly well pleases re:.zerdless of the consequences. If
this thesis Is accepted, then of
(mirse the ultimate end is chaos.
Freedom involves a certain responsibility on the part of the
individual. When this responsibility is not accepted by an individual or group of "individuals"
to the detriment of another segment of society (such as the San
Jose State College community),
it is incumbent upon society to
curb the irresponsible and illegal activities of these "individuals" (e.g., the selling of alcoholic beverages without a license
and to minors). I contend that
the administration of SJS acted
with responsibility on its part in
the curtailment of the now infamous "beer bust" which was a
blight upon the reputation of the
entire college community.
If Bayard’s apparent disregard
for social laws and mores were
not so appalling, I would probably be more concerned about
a number of categorical statements in his letter whose veracity can justifiably be questioned. Moreover, if his character
has been molded more than
enough in high school, society
still has the prerogative to inquire what mold was used and
how the molding was effected.
It seems to me that Bayard’s
disrespect for those in authority
over him is exceeded only by
his impertinence.
Benjamin T. Slim
.4,:istant Professor

Spaztan T)aily
Entered as second class metier April
24 1934, at San Jose, California. uncle, the act of March 3. 1879. Member California Newspapers Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose Stat
College except Saturday and Sunday,
during college year. Subscription acremainder-of-semescepted only on
ter bask. Full acedmic year, $9: each
semester, $4.50. Off.campus pric per
copy, 10 cents. CY 4-6414 Editorial
Ext, 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083, 2084.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Offic
hours 1,45-4,20 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
JERRY ARCA
DAVE BLOOM
AEddirtoerrtising Mgr.
STEVE AGOSTA
Day Editor
RON BOTTINI
News Editor
MIKE DANIELS
Businss Mgr.
BOB RAUH
Promotion Mgr.
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Feature Editor
Class, Ad. Mgr. GARY GREATHOUSE
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Society Editor ..
DAVE NEWHOUSE
Sports Editor
Fine Arts Edit. STAN NASCIMENTO
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Closest to
Campus ...

San Jose Foreign Car Service
Expert repair on all imported cars
Transmission overhaul and Lubrications
Tune-ups, Brakes, Motors
Bring this ad ...
GOOD FOR 10c STUDENT DISCOUNT
180 So. Market

t. ’

286-1100
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Beer Bust Thesis
’Unjustified’ -- Prof

and the most courteous
service available. They
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Guest Column

The Fringe on Top
By RICHARD REEB
The eyebrows of many Americans raised a few notches several
weeks ago when the California Federation of Young Democrats
passed several controversial resolutions. These resolutions advocated resumption of diplomatic and trade relations with Castro’s
Cuba, recognition of Red China, conditional recognition of East
Germany, gradual withdrawal of American troops from South Viet
Nam, and suspending aid to South Viet Nam in its war against the
Communist Viet Cong.
At first glance, it would appear that the views of the Young
Democrats are completely out of the mainstream of American
political thought. Max Freedman, a syndicated columnist who appears in the San Jose News, took great pains in a recent column
to show that the proposals of the junior party did not reflect the
opinions of President Kennedy. however, a brief survey of the policies of the Kennedy Administration will show otherwise.
With regards to Communist Cuba, the present administration
has repeatedly refused to take any meaningful action against the
Castro regime. Russian troops still occupy Cuba. Soviet agents remain free to carry on their war of subversion against Latin America,
and the United States Government has promised Premier Khrushchev that it will not invade the island. Steps to "normalize" relations with Cuba are already taking place.
The United States now takes the position that the admission
of Communist China to the United Nations is "inevitable," and ha,
indicated that it will not veto the proposal in the Security Counc,!.
Leading figures in the Kennedy Administration, such as Adlo
Stevenson, Chester Bowles, G. Mennen (Soapy, Williams, and Ilarlan Cleveland have always consistently supported American recognition of Red China.
On several occasions, American negotiators have seriously
considered granting de-facto recognition to the East German puppet
regime, but have held off from proposing it because of adverse
public opinion.
Based on a recent mission by Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and Robert S. MCNan1:11n. se,retory of Defense. to South Viet Nam, the Kennedy Aril’
has announced that it will pull out of the nation in
s s.,
Nothing was said about defeating the Communist Viet Cone guerrillas. Moreover, aid to the Diem government has already been cm
by $12 million. It appears that South Viet Nam will follow the path
of its neighbor- Laos into pro-Communist "neutralism."
The California Federation of Young Democrats, have a right
to be proud of themselves and their success. For their views do not
dissent from the prevailing orthodoxy; they are, in fact, being
implemented! My guess is that all of the proix,sals of the Young
Democrats will be carried to the letter by President Kennedy
if he is returned to office next year. Not, a pleasant prospect, certainly, but something Americans have every yeAsists Ies.pf,f,

There’ll Always ---Be An England
And Exotic Titles
LONDON IUPD --- Britain is
iountry with its feet in the
21111. Century but its heart firmly tied Ifs the Middle Ages.
Toe latest exhibition of this
love of nostalgia came recently
when Queen Elizabeth II named
the Earl of Snowdon, her
brother-in-law, the new Constable of Caernarvon Castle.
Thus,
Princess
Margaret’s
husband slipped easily into the
ranks of it class that seems particularly at home in Britain.
The country is literally full of
pestple who hold official posts
and honorary titles that sound
as if they were created by Edward the Confessor of Queen
Elizabeth I.
The posts require no exertion.
But they have grand, mysterious
titles that enable the nation to
point proudly, say, at the hereditary’ Chief Butler of England,
and let loose a cheer.
The current hereditary Chief
Butler is the Duke of Norfolk,
whose ancestor received his
dukedom in 1481
The Marquis of Ormonde is
Chief Butler of Ireland but has
almost no duties. It was not so
with his ancestors when they
received the post in the 14th
Century.
"In those days, the Chief
Butler had a concession on all
the wine imported into Ireland,
and the job carried quite a
rakeoff," he said.
The Earl of Shrewsbury is
Lord High Stewart of Ireland.
His only task is to carry a white
Wand at coronations.
Some other titles include:
The Duke of Argyll Admiral
of MP Western Isles.
The Duke of St. Albans Hereditary Grand Falconer of
England.
The Marquis of Exeter -Hereditary Grand Almoner and
Lord Paramount of the Soke of
Is.tsrls,rough.

ULU
SURFBOARD
KITS
DO1T-YOURSELE AND SAVE! Each Very Surfboard lit
contains: Polyureathane blank, wooden skee, glass cloth,
rope, six quarts of resin, over 2 oz. of catalyst, sand
paper, rnasl,n1 taps and entailed inStruction, Priced
$54.75 to $66.95.

OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 8 TO 5:30

WILLOW CLEN
7Ae Amta kowefonafx,
ONE STOP SHOPPING 750 Milan ST. FREE PAINING 2864050

Auditorium Oct. 24. Aecompa,
ing the three will be Eddy eiu",
of Los Angeles and Bob Cosb:

NEW YORK or
TOP SIRLOIN

$1.49
DINNER STEAK

$1.15
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
BREAKFAST SPECIALS
542 S. 2nd ST.

c le%
geak louse
FIRST AT SAN CARLOS . . . 794 4700

Special Discount
to SJS
Faculty & Students
present your staff or ASS card

Movie & Still
Cameras
Projectors
developing
rentals

Supplies
Equipment
printing
repairs

reut hie

CAMERA SHOP
245 South

First
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Love at first
sight! The
layered look by
Bobbie Brooks!

SURFERS
ANNOUNCING...

Kingston Trio
The Kingston ’rrio, famed folk
music group, will be at the Civic

Throw Away
Those Bulky
Reading
Glasses
Switch to contact lens.
With contact lens, you
may read as you have
never read before. No
more heavy glasses to
tire your nose or
scratch your eyebrows.
So, come in today and
let us fit you with contact lenses.

The Contact
Lens Center
123 S. 3rd

CY 7-5174

S3

TO Si2

Young juniors rely
on Bobbie Brooks to take
them around campus,
and off in the height of
style. Here is the
layered look, and the only
word to describe it is
"in" for fall!
Turtle neck dickey in
100% Orion’ acrylic. Red,
white. $3.
Highlander v -neck cardigan
in wool. Navy, red,
black, white, grey. $10.
Adagio stretch pants: 60*,,
rayon/40% nylon. Red,
black, green. $12.
YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHOP,
SECOND FLOOR

SHOP MONDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY ’TILL 9 P Mi

ecikmpa,
Erkly
lob Ci

the offstage
FOLK MUSIC THEATER
970 ’as. First St.

Or
31N

FLAY A1.1.03,11t1

FRED GERLACH

EAK

World’s greatest 12 string
guitar player

iUNDAY
’EC1ALS
I ST.

Thursday: 9 & 1030 P.M.
Fri. & Sat.: 9, 10:30 & 12 P.M.
Sunday: Hootenanny with David
& Michaele, 8 P.M.

HERB’S
Chevron Station
CHEVRON

e

4410

STOP AT THE
SIGN OF
bETTER
SERVICE

Allievver your needs in the Way of
auto service, from taniful of gus
,o an engine tune-up, you can Le
sure they’ll get prompt expert at,
,ev,:on at reasonable student rates
OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATIONS
FRONT WHEELS
BEARINGS PACKED
RELINED
BRAKES ADJUSTED AND
TIRES BA1 ARCED
MOTOR TUNEUP
C raner of 1301 and Will’arn

3

SPEED BICYCLES
Men’s or Ladies’
Qualify construction throughout
Synchromesh
Twist-grip gear shift controls
Etre large frame models
available for tall riders
3995
(in carton)

assembled with 90 day
guarantee $44.95

PAUL’S CYCLES
I;

AWS Committee
Meets Tomorrow
The ’ t /Went -Faculty Committee of AW’ I A iociated Women
ssill meet untiotiov,
in the AW.: lotisiv.e of ttie
den! Union :it Ut pm.
The meeting, according to
Barbara Worrell, is to formulate an outline for the einning
events of next year which stimulate student -faculty relations.
The meeting is open to anyone
interested in seeing this program become a sitecess.

Mathis To Perform
At Civic Tonight
it’ll:my ii.hl’ 11.1110V.111.11
milling toll.
Ill appear in
touring etthet’ll hollietli
Civie Auditorium at
will he areompanied 1,,

tner and his
Dride

Ill

Music Fraternity Schedules Recital
The Beta Eta Chapter of Hu
Mu Alpha Sinfutua, fraternity
prole,, I tii.riorar music Irater tut
: lit :t

(sower! of the season Tuesday
night at 8:15 in Concert Had,
Music from many periods will
be performed at the et.ihrert.

sing some of Isis
’fiances Are,"
\lark" and "A Certain
Smile."
He has been singing ever since
that day of 1955 when he attended an informal jam session
in a San Francisco night club.
When Mrs. Helen Noga, coowner of the club, heard him
sing she ran up to him and inun being his manager.
In a short time he was returtling with Cultunbia Records
and came out with "Wonderful,
Wondurful." This started him on
his way to fame, and today he
has sold close to 10 million records, with some singles topping
the two million mark.
Also,
Billboard
magazine
named Mathis "Number OraMost Promising Male Vocalist of
1957," and before the same sear
was ot it. his home town of San
Francisco honored him by naming him S their "San Francisco’s
Citizen of the Year," and declared Dec. 18 ;is Johnny Mat hi,
Day.

csershor 17 34:143

-4.4H1s‘s DAD 1, -9

ATTENTION SPORTS CAR OWNERS
YariFr A r,ilva nnw ha.: a fartnry tra;ned
Mr, honk; who .-.pfciJlices in:

ritP

Lubrication Services
Engine overhauls
Transmission Repairs
Complete Brake Service
Electrical and Tune-up Service
Front Alignment
Carburefion

Flowers By
Phone
Flowers are just ii eall away
Eroni anywhere in the sari
Jose area. ,1 e inept charges.
and we will deliser free.

(we honor all credit cards)

_Totver.s, _ fie.
Call 286-1464

CY 5-8968
980 So. 2nd

the

Zena and Albin

Thurfly

YAGER & SILVA

78 S. 4th Street

(the complete service station)

09./.......10811101.00.00/41.0~0.8.00......~~9PRO

rot I4 tt4iLILLVIM

Pan -Am Seeks
Representative
The Pan American road I.
becoming a stewardess tAill
paved for a campus representie
live.
Prior to the company inter
iews seeking fur a prospectsi
Pan Am girl, Mrs. Phyllis Headlands, placement interviewer,
will pm-screen interested students at Placement Office.
ADM234, Tuesday, Oct. 22.
The qualifical Ions required
are: girls of 20 to 27 years ol:l.
single, in good health, 5.2" to
58", 138 lbs. Or less in proportion to height.
The girls must be in their
junior year and interested in
becoming a stewardess upon
graduation. Foreign language is
not essential but desirable.

Flue .lutorrla
I Y 3-9766

SHOW
as

JOHNNY
MATFHS
SI ZENTIVER
AND ORCHFESTRA

ALAN DRAKE

Art Exhibits

irst

by Louis
Nov. 4-27, Paintie
and Lundy Siegriest
Dec. 9-20, Christmas art auctam.
Jan. 9-24, California watercolor society.
Gallery hours are 9 a.m. ti
4 p.m. Monday through Friday
and 1 15 to 5 p.m. Siindays during run of each

by
rtnks!
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you can open a new
aoos/Atkins SUPER/CHARGE
with just a Reg. Card
and take months to pay!

ATKINS
First at Santa Clara

P4,t 1:4duz4a.

Your S.J.S.

Representatives are:
Linda Irby, Dave Finn,
Cheryl Woodward, Gary Brasfield
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Freshman Harriers Seek Revenge
Against California’s Price Saturday

The Inside Pitch

STAN
SHOW

Bob Titchenal Moos,
Quit As Head Coach

George Rios and Dave l.awir of "
the Spartan frosh cniss-countr..team have a score to settle at
c.,1 this Saturday.
By DAVE NEWHOUSE
1,ne kebuilding
Motor Tone-ir;s
The two want to trip the Bears’
OPEN DAILY
Sports Editor
ler.iion Sy...terns
Broke S,:o.ice
UM, Price, who took advantage ol
TO 6.30 Incl.
Steritrs & 0 -aerators
Carbureto-s
their "slip-up" at the Suet amentoIt
SATURDAYS
J.r.
Car Availeble
hasn’t lsam known publicly until this time, but San Jose
V.
!Invitational to nab first place in State’s
1101) Ti Menai was seriously thinking of making this football
the,wer
college
frosh-junior
division
11111 Rios finished weond
is in his last as a head coach.
1’301 _
After a disappointing 2-84 record in 1962, Titchenal, speaking
FoR FkLE EVIMATES
:ail third.
yitt the record, li:oked ahead to another season this way: -If this
lead
on
L:el:
Pios
20-yard
had
a
Mil=1
team doesn’t measure up to what I think they’re capable ot doing.
kkkkk RICkkk
1..user and the latter a :10-yard
to hang it up."
I 293-5172 I
11=1
Ic dotage over Price when the two I ’ . 111 going
ritehenal wasn’t just in a bad mood; this is what had been
i
San Jose
I Rock ,rom Library
141 South 3rd St.
artalmhes took a wrong turn..
brewing in his mind for a few months. After Saturday’s 13-8 upset
Price went the right way and won.
of stronger Washington State, Titehenal has a brighter season ahead. !
Even though losing the race.!
It’s only natural that a coach would want to find a deserted
If
Rios’ performance moved him up
Stretch
island after is bad year, hut, what would make him want to leave
to second num on the frost) dad’
coaching? We asked "’filch" this question.
into the Spartan "Bandits" the
NO EXTRA MONEY
top 10 cross-country men includ"What most people don’t realize is that San Jose State football
ing the varsity.
.
Rios broke Danny Murphy’s na-lcoaches don’t get an extra nickel for coaching. We’re paid as P.E.
Ii until prep two-mile record (9:21( instructors and carry full teaching loads, whether it’s football sea son or not.
last spring,
Volume buying means savings to you. GET
"The outside sees the life of a coach as glamorous. This Is
Tom Romero, a relative unknown’
A 69¢ SCARF FREE WITH THIS AD AND
from C’astlemont High in Oakland, what I hate most about coaching," Titchemil said candidly. "The
ANY $5.00 PURCHASE.
finished 10th in the race and moved’ banquets, luncheons and speeches take me away from football and
up to the No. 4 slot on the the free time I can spend with my family."
Spurt abalvs.
What’s the difference between a winning season one year and
With one race under its belt it ir a losing season the next? "I’ll tell you something. In this situatiou
a testing course, the frosh should people are wrong to blame the coach," Titchenal declared.
42 SO. FIRST ST.
put up a much better effort Satin."Let’s use Paul Brown as an example. Three years ago Brown
....e.szer.,--e-039Z00000000 day. Eimer, Rios and Myers all (former Cleveland coach) was one of the top coaches in football.
had better times than all but one Last year he was a burn. You mean to tell me his philosophy
of the Stanford varsity runners changed?
last Saturday, which is an indica"If you don’t have the heart and desire to go along with ability.
their team strength.
! then you’ll nexer win in football."
San Jose State plays big-time football teams each year: teams
’which give out more four-year scholarships to freshmen than San
’Jose State gives one-year scholarships to ALL its football players.
!Their recruiting is intense; Washington State had 36 out-of-state
players, Utah State had 43. All of San Jose State’s players are

KSJO

92.3 meg.

kiliTO REPAIRS
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’2 & ’3
1, ’2 & ’3

Pauline’s Sportswear

Red Horde’s
Wright, Rob y,’aliformans.
Lead 13-6 Wi

Huret or Simplex nylon derailers only
$4.95 (plus installation)
Lightweight 3 -speeds from

$39.95

10 -Speed Dcrailers from

$59.95

! rt for
S.J.S. Students
894 E. Santa Cara at 19th Street
CY 4-C742

BICYC1E REPAIRS

4113,14.4
fterwroGvicau_ Amu.
contour belt
4.50

.’,A440,4tt
collar 3.50
en
Ajr ATtitippil

Football Standings

rip. A

-

PRICKLY ROSES
"I knew the coaching job wasn’t going to be a bed of mses
neven before I got here. It’s tough to play these schools week in
and week out, knowing that we have no league championship to
Red Horde toppled SAE No. 2 shoot for I the Spartans are an independent team I.
"If we could get into a league where the scholarship and re 13-6 to remain undefeated in intramural fun t ball action. Randy mauling system is similar to ours, this would certainly help our
Wright and Dick Roby each coin- future teams."
Is there going to he a change? "I’ve seen no indication that
pleted a touchdown pass to Cris :
Phil brick to give 14’d Horde its we’ll get more scholarship funds, hut we are leaning toward the
Western Athletic Conference right mow. They may let us in."
111th straight victory.
When you’re continually butting your head against a wall, what
Jon Panza tossed two searing
passes to lead AF140T(’ over enjoyment can there be in coaching? This doesn’t bother Titehenal,
Leonard IlilI 14-6. Panza hit who had 18 years as a player, including eight as a professional,
Jeff Haney 111111 Sam Voting before turning to coaching.
with t
hilown
%stile
IX) YOUR REST
Torn AlbrIKlit .teeniantnd for
’The good thing about coaching at San J051! S1 /I le is Iii,’ lack
.1,1.1. MI :4 69Leoltard
of alomni presure, If y1,11 lose a game you don’t have to answer
yard pa :s
t ion.
dy alain grola.s. h’s a joh you du because you lila. (hang it; a job
Sigma Chi shut out SAE No. 1 of doing the best you can with what you’ve got."
15-0 as Larry Brunner in an inTitehenal emphasized that the principal factor underlying the
tercepted aerial back 25 yards for SJS athletic system is the development of men, not football powers.
,(...1.(‘
A safety arid a 60-yard
-The only time coaching ever got under my skin came when
, i un l, 11:11’.1,1 lor the I wits head coach at New Mexieo. Th,9 salty,’ pre .-ithmt said man,.1!
infair things about the team, I reialitilett, it was printed and I
Phi Si.; topped Theta NI 15-0. wa_s fired from my job.
Diek McMillin intcreept-(1 a
’’I wanted to ouit right then. Then I heard that Bob (13ronvani
for a score and .Jica Owens was stepping tip to athletic it hector here, so a job would lie open
passed to Tom O’Neil for arvilher in a year. I went to Southern Cal as freshman coach in 1956 and
touchdown.
C:11111
here in 1957."
John IS’orthIneton’s Tn
iTiltLehenal pointed out the coach -player relationship as his toilet’.
1111(1 S1111.1.ty Kase Sigma Pi a 8-7
nin mer Sig Ep, Stan Simpson
It foot kill, you’re working with :Ct different men: some to
hren 1,50 t .111111W11 aerials whom foatball is secondary and studies third behind an act he
for a 13-7 Sigma Nit ictory
social life. Yet you tiztx to know each one of these men. Halltinie
14s ..r 1)51’ NO. I.
talks don’t win football games.
Theta Chi edged Pi
appa
POP WARNER SILENT
Alpha 6-0, AT() No. 1 fought
eotirse, all coaches are different. Pop Warner net ’r said
Lamha (’hi to a 0-0 tie, and l\la:;<PI v.,
the w hole time I played under hint. lit.’s recognized as
11iiin Hall forfeited t,, Fountain I 1;.,,-, ,...ach in football history. Dud de(lrisit talked yoor
Hall in other game
lull
%.1t! had undefeated
teams when he coached at San
*
*
*

A
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LEAGUE
WLT
5 0
3 I 0
4 I 0
1 2 0
2 3 0
1 2 1
1 2 0
0 1 2
0 6 0

Cal-Howelions
Moulder Hall
Fountain Hall
Ho-Dads
Beavers
Allen Hell
Army ROTC
Embers
Markham Hall

spots before your eyes.

Jung7e print,

LEAGUE

from our
Accestories
0,-.13arSirCAi
Pita At Founta.n
E

FASHION

IS MADE

Red Horde
Phi Sigma No. 2
Kappa Pi
Sigma Chi No. 2
AFROTC
ATO No. 2
SAE No. 2
Leonard Hall
OSP N0 1 (dropped)

WLT
5 0 0
3 0 I
3 I 0
I 0 2
I I 0
I 2
I 3 0
0 2 0
0 4 I

’,odd Titchenal do if he stopped coaellim,7
I
San JOS(’ St a 1.. 1
’in and Wadi. 1 vooddn’t. 11.11
.1 scuba -diving prograni here. If 1
mitt loothail
I.
hi team going."
romdt lie:alit’’’. either \’,IY

1

vAlionrs
121 S. 4th
(acrms from 5.1S library)

Entire Stock of
Plain Front Slacks
from $12.95 to $24.95

11()*()(1%-

§riafrifi/00 8101Tr
G Alfc Y 4

URBANK
CY

552 S. Bascom

4

400 S. lit ST.

5-7238

"GARDEN OF EDEN"
"NUDE CAMERA"
"BODY BEAUTIFUL"
Students $1.00

"THIS SPORTING LIFE"
"RUGBY FOOTBALL THRILLER"
Students $1.00
CY

TOW N E 306

E;ARATOGA

THE ALAMEDA
STRANGER KNOCKS" Danish Thriller
"THE GYPSY AND
THE GENTLEMAN"
Color
Molina MercourI
(Star of "Never On Sunday’)

14502 BIG BASIN WAY

1433

"A KIND OF LOVING"
"ON THE MENU"
Students $1.00

TROPKAIRE
1969 Alum Rock Aye,

Alma and Almaden Rd.
"NEW KIND OF LOVE"
"EL CID"

North Screen
"BLOOD THIEF"
"HORROR CHAMBER"
"THE MANSTER"

.0#STUIVII0
:te4t,
CY2-677S

South Screen

1st & Son Salvador

"STOLEN HOURS"
"JOHNNY COOL"

"THE V.I.P.’s"
"CAIRO"
G-ogr

5.1.nders

ALL SENIORS
SUMMER

SPRING

FALL

Make appointments
Join the rest

now in the Student

of your classmates

Affairs OfficeB-1

for senior pictures.

for LA TORRE
senior pictures.

NOW!

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

2 DAYS LEFT

t,

1,,

ildpiehne ;

CLEARANCE
DRESSES, reg. to $29.95

Ire all mal.e mistaken...

Wools, tweeds and checks,
cottons, dark prints and plaids.

211

8-2O

SWEATERS, reg. to $11.95
Wool shetland slipovers. Red,
white, grey, beige, toast stone.
Wool, fur -blend classics. Cardigans and slipovers. White, black.

Linn’t meet your Waterloo at the typewriterperfectly
typed papers begin with Corr-a...able! You can rah out
typing errors with MN an ordinary pencil eraser. It’s
that simple to era -e without a trace on Conisable. Saves
lane, temper. and money!
into choice of Corrlial.le tit
livid, medium, heavy weights and
()elan Skin in handy 10(1.
priekels and 500-.heet
L...., Only Eaton makes
Girr5calrle.
"P4-.071.0,
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
PAPhlt 4:11KPONATIHIN ...F.,

ti I Ir,

Si tee.

ta

4

uultt/Sill

gat/

ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON’S CORR-A-SABLE BOND

SLACK SALE

’

Tgitilf611tifE

SNOW

" 111111 ’11111111

for the
price of

It

Ii

YOUR FAVORITE

FOLK TUNES
NIGHTLY
10 P.M. to 2 A.M.

Ii

CAPR1S
BLOUSES

FUN
FROLIC

FM

’6

SKIRTS, reg. to $14.95
Wools, wraps, A-lines, culottes.
Black olive, teal, tweeds, tartans.
Suspender styles.

KNIT SUITS, reg. to $45
Wool double knits. Two and three
pieces. Bottle green, grey,
brown, beige.

SPORTSWEAR to

OFF

4drienne)44
Teen and Jr. Apparel
601 Town & Country Village
Jw.0

243-9414

Five Games, Five Losses;
Can SJS Snap Cal Jinx?
By DAVE NEWHOI7SE
stidolenly
A look of disbelief
Coach Bob
came over football
Titchenal. You mean we’ve never
beaten (’al?" he asked.
The question of how Sun Jose
state planned to heat is Cal
football team for the first time,
by
met this surprised reaction
Titcherud. The look Pa:Mealy
disappeared.
"Football games are won in the

line. We’ve got two good ones.
This is how we must beat Cal,"
Titchenal emphasized.
The Golden Bears and SJS met
for the first time in 1899, with
Cal winning 44-0. In four oater
meetings to date, the Berkeley
school has won them all; last year
by a 25-8 score.
The weekend grid experts
have already marked the Rears
ea a 13-point favorite. It’s no

re104Mas..wMAINIMMINIONIMPINI1001.

HAMSTERS AND MICE
Featured this week

NDV:5
PET SHOP
i

at

Your Pet’s Dept. Store
Open Dally 10 to 8
Open Sat. & Sun 10 to 6

"on of th largest pt shops in fk country"
Phone 297-0254

1280 The Alameda

41M1. =.

I...------------------,-

REGULATION 9 HOLES OF GOLF

Thursday
2 for the price of I

75
7cit
50C

Snack

Bar

Putting

Greens

ALMA GOLF COURSE
445

W. Alma

St.

Phone 298-4909

SENIORS
Economies

Morton, the Campbell dandy,
moved into fourth place on the
all-time Cal passing list and tenth
among Bear total offense leaders,
with 14 for 28 and 205 passing
yards against Duke.
Titehenal reiliiZPS what Morton
means to the Bears, "It’ll be it
real job to contain Motion. This
is going to he our biggest problem," Titchenal stressed.

1l’’mo

"TIlich" was quirk to add that
he has the defensive tools to
work with this year. This was
a sore point with the Spartans
In 1962.

We Pick

BACK OF WEEKBob Paterson, Spartan punter, was voted
Northern California Back -of -the -Week for his play against Washington State. Paterson had two interceptions, a spectacular pass

catch, and a final second 63 -yard punt to
its four-yard line.

1301)

Jones,

SJS

frosh

286-6190

Clara

coach.

frost) line in its history?
"The front line averages 211i
way to settle the Viet Nam situa- reminds per man. The tackles are
both 240, with the Iwo 1 aekl.-.
tion wouldn’t. be to send the Cal
hind them each weighing
Can Ranol Carter or Ken Berry
stay in the same stadium with freshman tooth:ill team o’.iis on
’Jun Cullom’s Cabs pla1.11
Morton? ’"I’here’s no question in the first lit rut’
t heir first game Sat tirda
my mind that Carter hiss had two
The (lifts, 53 strong, will take
against Fresno Slate’s yearlings.
poor weekends in a row," Titch- on the Spartabothes"situroly
Cal scored in each quarter too
enal said. -Maybe playing at Cal
thirty" Saturday morning at to
win 11-0. San Jose State met
once again will get him back on in Berkele’s Memorial Stadium.
the Bulipups in the first game
target."
"This is the biggest grouping of the year, %sinning
22-12.
In last year’s Cal defeat, Car- for a freshman squad that I’ve
Frank
"Roomier"
Genet
Ii,205ter completed 15 of 20 in his first ever faced," Jones said. "Do you
starting game as a Spartan.
know that Cal has the biggest pound fullback, led the Cuts.
against FS(’ with 117 yards in 19
carries. Cal rushing picked tip
471 yards, while holding Fresno
to eight.
Lloyd Heist, a track sprinter
scored three touchdowns for the
Cubs, on tVklv and 12 -yard runs
and on a 37 -yard pass from Karl
Dawkins.
isn’t taking any bets that the best

SAN JOSE
HONDA
Open Evenings

Sales and Service
141 S. Third Struet
Block

I

Phone

From

295-7525

Library

Top lineman is Bob (.111.-ran.
Tin-iimmil tackle f
Glendale.
’We’re going to give them the
best L.;:11111’ we know how." Jones
said. "We lelt we impeoved against
Cal Poly esen though we lost
112-7 t."
Loon Ilerzog, the team’s top
prosen
runner,
punter
squad
leader, is lost for the year due
to a fractured clavicle.

Positions are in RIGHT OF WAY - the profes8ion
of appraisal, negotiation, acquisition, and
nunagement of real property -in the Division
It highways.

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

NOW
98

Candy
Cows
Chinese
Chicken,

and Deliver for lubes

up

IONDA?
SAN JOSE?

push WSU back on

Spartababes Squirm;
Cubs Massive, Deep

REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT careers
in the State at California’s multi-billion dollar
highways and water programs.

Hofbrau
Pizza
Donuts
Desserts
Carmel Corn

wilshire

Corner of 10th & Santa

OCTOBER 24

AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

DAILYS

Lubrication Our Specialty

"Defensively, against Washington State, Wt. did the best job of
any team I’ve had since becoming
head coach here 11957). We gave
Dave Malhieson OWSU quarterback) the short pass, but he
couldn’t connect on the ’bombs,’
We intercepted the long ones."

BusMess
Administration

MARE AN INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT

sI’XItT %X

TOMORROW
WATER POLO
San Francisco State vs. SJS in Spartan Pool, 7:30 p.m Froth
vs. SFS Reserves, 8:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
CROSS COUNTRY
San Jose State vs. Cal at Berkeley, I I am, Frosh vs.
tenth,
10:30 a.m.
SOCCER
San Jose State vs. Stanford at Palo Alto, 10:10 a.m. JV’s vs.
Indian JV’s, 9 a.m.
FOOTBALL
SJS vs. Cal at Berkeley, 1:30 p.m. Frosh vs. Cal Froth, 10 a.m.
WATER POLO
San Jose State vs. Foothill at Los Altos, 11 a.m. Frosh vs.
Owl Reserves, 10 a.m.

secret that Craig Morton la the
reason why.

Through the air, well, that’s
another story.
Morton’s 561
yards passing gives him a 205yard lead in Big Six passing
and a 73 -yard advantage in total
offence.

Monday-Tuesday -Wednesday-Friday
per person
to 6 p.m.
Miniature Golf with ASB Card

rtetottPr 17Ti!;’

Spartan Sports Menu

"Our defensive line did the best
job it’s done all year. We’d have
beaten Stanford Saturday," litchenal declared. Washington State
gained just 64 yards rushing.
The Bears shouldn’t
impose
much of a running threat to SJS
as a team. Cal is last in the Big
Six in rushing offense with an 80yard game average.

Alma Golf Course
Considers your budget

LIghted COura

erh

Puritan Oil

all cars

6th & Keyes

Seafood
Mexican
Bar-b-q
Swiss
Italian

LONE SCORERick Gaul (I I)
Ray Blute pass on the
line and scampered
across for a 22 -yard touchdown playthe only one the
Spartan frosh registered in a
12-7 loss to Cal Friday.
pulls in a
I5 -yard

ILAYSIADRE

"Needless to say, we’re concentrating on defense this week,"
Jones quipped.
- PLENTY OE CONTACT
Bob Titobenal,
S.IS
foot ball
coach, was center and captain of
San Jose State’s iundefeated 1939
football
team. Titchenal
later
played professionally for the San
Francisco 49ers, Washington Redskins and Los Angelo-- lion,

New h.i.s shirts are tor
Stick to your ribs bor
t
slim sleeves, long t
iars, broad back pit
plaids ... $3.95 to i

P-GIRLS
itwri SAN JOSE
1::LJ
5FATE

THE INTERNATIONAL
RESTAURANT
FOR THAT SOMETHING
EXTRA

’limes
receiver s.11114.
good
lies.. , 551,,’,. it 55 as learned Rill
Niorrisroe. old for the first 11%0
%%It Is injuries, s.. ill start
at fullback. Niorrisroe, 190. runs
hard and
I,. the ground.

Keep in shape at the

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB

slacks need a mate?

personal attention

This
coupon
worth
ZSC

h.i.s.

and
RESULTS
slenderizing
or
weight
gaining

h

LS makes shirts, too

headquarters

ART MARTINEZ MEN’S WEAR
290 S. FIRST

EPEE PARKIN-,

Complete

Line

of

his.

6 Month, to P.ry

52 S. 1st St.
/

.

11

headquarters
for
H.I.S.
for
men, boys

Name
Address

Date

Sportswear

BERG’S MEN’S WEAR

towards any
food purchase
Offer good
Oct. 17 24

il
Slick. Trim. Tight.
; t,unal accoutrements:
loops, back-button col earning. Solids, stripes,
flying the h.i.s label.

TIA0,,00.1

San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910

11.

liva

SAN JOSE. SUNNYVALE
on./ ,.I/

S.\ it V.

...101111.1

6--sPABT SN DADA

4,14t1,4(_141.2.11kjeV 4./

1’ lc’ !Art Professor,
Italian Foods
Students, Display
Ceramics on TV
lIzzeria
OP’

1"4

For Especially Fine

0.
ia I ef

Including: Pizza, Spagetti, Lasagne,
Home Made Raviolis, and Sandwiches.
Also try our Sea Food Specials.

347 So. First

(Next to Fox

VertiflYnItriyil

CY 7-1136

Theatre(

"
Out of this World Food
at Down to Earth Prices
it’s a meal
a snack . . . try

Whether

(it

’

FOUNTAIN - RESTAURANT

*0

IT-. N’ )1’ TOO

or

Howard’s
Crystal Creamery

.-t

7th 5 Sanfn Clare, San Jose
7 a m. - 10.30 p.m. -Closed on Mon.

2; for 4.9.7 ant! up
rig II I Itri.lrisis. s

I

al..

Cards for all the family
and special occasions

PAUL’S GREETING CARD SHOP
Fountain St.

292-3565

--

ALL SENIORS
FALL

SPRING

SUMMER
Make appointments

Join the

now

rest

in

the

Student

Affairs Office -

of your classmates

- for

for senior pictures.

LA TORRE
pictures.

senior

NOW!
9

a.m. to 5

p.m.

Stan Le Protti, La Sierra High cepts of physical fitness
Phi Epsilon Kappa, men’s fut.
education instructor, will speak tomorrow night on ternity for physical education,
physical fitness. In addition to the lion, recreation, and health, is

SpattanSaihi

I

School physical

PSA WEEKLY FLYING
FOOTBALL CONTEST

"Perspective." the weekly college television series, produced by
the radio-television group of the .
Drama Department, will feature!
Dr. Robert Fritz. assistant proI fes.sor of art at SJS.
Assisting Dr. Fritz in a presen- tation of ceramic processes arc

GAMES FOR THE WEEKEND OF OCT. 18-19
(NOTE: Circle the expected winner and indicate
the probable score).

:indents from the Art department, Donald Warnock, and Dewityne Bentzien.
The program is directed by
T.,m Van Amburg. a senior radiotelevision student, and is produced
by Richard Elliott, assistant pro lessor of drama. This program is
a repeat on videotape of a pro,ram produced in the spring of
1963, and will be seen at 10 a.m..
Saturday. Oct. 19. on KNTV.
Channel 11, San Jose.

vs.

Cal

USC

VS.

Ohio State

Michigan

VS.

Purdue

Minnesota

vs.

Illinois

Texas

VS.

Arkansas

Princeton

vs.

Colgate

, TODAY:
Hillel, 8 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St.
Delta Phi Upsilon, childhood
education fraternity, 7:30 p.m.,
rn112.
Womee’s Tumbling, 4:30 p.m.,
wG10.
Women’s vompetitive swimming,
4:30 p.m., Women’s Gym Isla
Alpha Beta Alpha, librarian
11:11 r.m.. 1,S109.
Home EedflitIDICIS Club, 12 :;()
p.m.. HI.
Industrial Arts Club field trip,

Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

Three times
Ms a line

Five times
200 a in

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

Add this
amount for
each add.’ line

.75

.50

For Her Pleasure At
Her Dance, Give Her

A Distinctive Corsage

PHONE
Contest Ia open to all members of the SJS faculty and student body, with the
exception of members of the Spartan Daily editorial and advrlisinq staffs. Winner
will receive a free, round.trip ticket on Pacific Southwest Airlines between San Francisco and Los Anoeles. Good until June. Winner will be notified bv the Wednesday
following each contest.

The

Majesties,

a

I]

Help Wanted (d)

11

Housing (5)

0 Serviette 111)

Fee 8a1e131

Lest and Need (411 Transportation (9)

events (II

More Male Students
In Writing Center
Last Year at SJS

The Membership Committee will
Nutronles will interview
p.m. and the Youth Acmechanical, engineering, meet at 1
tivities and Welfare Committee
physics, and math majors.
will meet at 1:30.
Southern Pacific Co. will interOut of the total of 269 students
Or the Writing Center last year view business, math, English, libat SJS. 66 per cent were males. eral arts majors- male only.
The Veteran’s Club organizaProspective teachers made up
37 per cent of the students who
tional meeting will be Thursday,.

"Don’t Gin Near the Water," a

The movie will be shown in TB.
55 at 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission
is 35 cents.

Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

3

’sit
22 "I’ll

our
11,11

.51Irir
’,11.1,114 rift,

lir, slal
liforlei

ii,,,,,

b,

cdt II

TERMS GLADLY

Your Master
J EWE11.111

Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)
Check No.
- ----

Arichos
City

-----

10% DISCOUNT for all students. Hour
c,L,’,’o,nIt,) S 1st Smert styles
-SUN CRESTA" 10 spend Ii., rnbtke.
rIR 4495,
ELECTRIC GUITAR .ind Amp. Mui,t n Ii
r ,.
297-1182.
BICYCLE. 1
0 -speed.
’ . ’
h33I
cr ? 6096.

’58 EDSEL 2 Door Hardtop. Semi -rebuilt
E400 Engine. w,w. Ft-I. $700. RE 9-4614.

Ills III Chinan

tiyerti

ALL SENIORS ... Male appointment’.
B I for La Torre pictures.
2 FOR I SLACK SALE. Now on at
171
4..
‘,Irant.
ur
IN THE DOGHOUSE?
Ir
i
/Pt, 1464.
,
SEND THE SPARTAN- DAILY HOME.

’62 MGA Ercellent condition. One owner
1,I/50. 259.0153.

arr.
bit 11,-,1
Untie, fit incite and NI -I’

_

FOR SALE III

’60 SPRITE. Very eseellent condition.
$795 BARGAIN !!. John._ 297 9781.

(Count 33 Letters and Spores for Each Line)

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Rhone 297-0920

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

Wv,tgatc Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379-3051

Phone

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101_1

’GIRL TO SHARE UNAPP. APT.

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

’59 SPRITE, Excellent condition, extras.
-lean $695. 795,0601.

*

PHONE CYpress 3-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

"59 TR3, wim wheels, back seat. Must
sell! $995/offer. 55 S. 6th Apt. 309.
’61 VESPA 160 cc. Excellent condition.
CY 3.9972.
Must

ENGAGEMENTANOWF DOING RINGS

(limo

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

week.

AUTOMOTIVE 121

0111,ifIlard

and

Professional Pharmacists

Any veteran from any service,
asked to come.
foreign or
Scala and Keenan Wynn, will be
according to Jerry Telzerow, Vet.
featured at Friday Flicks this eran Club president.

Master
MELERS

Fin’’

FRESH AND PURE ...

Oct. 18, in ED331 at 7 p.m.

comedy starring Glenn Ford, Gia

1011

Rue

MOPE

We give our inventory regular, meticulous inspections as your assurance
that our medications and ingredients are always pharmaceutically perfect
and potent. Too, you can be sure that we give exactly what is specified
anxious to
. .
no substitutions. Our pharmacists? Courteous, prompt
be of service. Depend on them.

Ford Stars in Flicks

-

Enrlosed $

THE FINEST ALWAYS -- AND YOU PAY NO

Item

Print year ed here:

Starting Date

2-8312

SCTA Meetings
Today; Two Times

Personals (7)

-

CYpress

flse-piette

Joh inters less, are held at 303
1:30 p.m.. meet in front of Indushand which play. contemporary
S. Ninth St. Interested students
trial Arts Building.
music, will he featured at Cafe
Student Zionist Organization, 8 (.1anuary graduates only) are
rovpiesited to make appointment*
p.m., 79 5 Fifth St.
Capers today In the cafeteria
at the Placement Office (ADM Arnold Air !Society, 7:311 p.m.
from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
2311 prior to the interviews
E132.
American Chemist ry 5 itiii t y,
Tomorrow:
1::LO p.m., 5164.
(’hi Sigma Epsilon, 3:41 p.m.., Factory Mutual Engineering DiE:t46B.
vision will interview electrical,
Veterans Club, 7 p.m.. ED3:11. chemical, mechanical, and general
Alpha Delta sigma, men’s ad- eii,_iineering majors- male only.
The Student California Teachvertising fraternity, 2 p.m., .120:3.
saeramento Municipal I’lliity ers Association ISCTA) will hold
TOMORROW:
District will interview electrical two meetings today in ED325, acDeutsher Vendn, 2:30 p.m.,
r neoring majors- male only.
cording to Don Matthews, pubi’afeteria Room A.
licity chairman.
Monday. Oct. 21:

1.00

Aetemative (2)

SINCE 1885

-FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"

Job Interviews Majesfics at Capers

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
A

Ncoyilti
2nd and San Fernando

FOR DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 4-6414, EXT.
2081, FROM 1:20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.

I I
I I

New

COLLEGE
Location

374 South First Si.

ADDRESS

72 S. First St.
S-ien Jose
Phone 297-0920

One time
50s a line

At Low, Low Prices
All work done by qualified
students tender supenision

NAME

To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus implies. a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES

geauly Care

All entries must be in the boxes in the Spartan
Bookstore and Spartan Daily office by Friday noon

utilized the Writing Center’s services last term. Business majors
made up 18 per cent and engineering majors made up 10 per cent.
The rest was made up of smaller
percentages by miscellaneous
majors.
The Writing Center this fall is
located in Building N, Rooms 9C,
10A and B.

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

i’w--^"..^.

BEAUTY

Veterans Club Meet

2 DAYS LEFT

speech he will show a film point- sponsoring the talk which will
ing out some of the modem con- ’take place at 7 p.m. in ED100

SULLIVAN
Mthed to

SJS

Spartaguide

EARLY TO COME IN FOR...

Personal Christmas Cards

34

Prep PE Teacher Speaks at SJS

Thursday,

HELP WANTED 141
GIRLS looking for interesting and dial
Piit lire after classes.
with houny wane. Apply at Mutual
Pednrs Ira
318 S. 10th St. Suite F.
LIFEGUARD. Monday thru Friday. 10.12
,. o I 13- is do Swim Club. 19127 Cox
A
’,1-1.- to. AL 30231.
8ABYSITTER 11 10 p.m. to 8:30 are., 5
wrA
,tres swain 11/2 hours,
Ronal. bon.d $in par wpr4 277 8856.
NEED o set of plans for a single story
residence. Have sketch of layout end
size. Call Mr. Beeman. 248 2146 after 6
$

in 3 bdri,,
VESPA G.S. 1 year old. Fantastic shape! GIRL hay,, ,wn
699 F. San Cados: ev.hen.ie
offer. 794.4310.
In pr;.h,,ne CY 5 1122 292 317$
56 XK 140111 Coupe and ’61 Fiat 500.
PARLTIME WORK
t. OK! 794 2118. Ken.
Building Tonto,. No experien,e micas
Ph.
sm./
-;
754 3131.
best
’60 MGA, Red, R-14, wire wheels,
otter. CH 8-7175. 241-6422.
HOUSING 151
’57 7-BIRD sports coupe, litti, auto,4, s
4
-,tic white wads seat belts. Sharp! 3ROOM._
FURSICSHVE4ID7C7080TTAGE.
70 S.
$7,95/offer. 7390983.
’59 CHEV. IMPALA. 348 engine 3 ,need
FU
-,74
36956,,,a.fer, garbage.
condition. Se,
tom
1,
Eve.
A nmecta._ Apartment 1
%
I
MEN STUDENTS: Clean roams. good
i.no.
’55 CHEVROLET, ’59 CORVETTE
i
r...x. 2955105. Cl’-,c a in.
ROOMMATE WANTED: ’SAW., apt. with
H. I mn
’64 AUSTIN HEALEY, 100 4 M
- and
$45. 7_94.81_12.
..ptIonol. 967-5143
(:).D.
APPR HOUSING CONTRACT.
’62 HONDA 50, C110 Sport Model. 4
793 9599.
Ispeed. Lu. cond. Bost offer. 258-485r,
APPROVED MOUSING for women. 97
1’54 LAMBRETTA. 8000 miles. Good r,,
S 13th Street Heisey Hall.
dition. 5190. Jerry Cook. 298-3849.
ATTRACTIVE 3 -room apt, near college.
’41 TR 3 Radio/Heater. $1600 or best PO. Adults. Available Nov. 15. 292.2250
.
.
I offer. 293-3694.
WOMENS
APPROVED
CONTRACT
’56 CHEV V8 210 Station Wagon, w/w MP SALE. For Spring sem.- New Sp,
net. 642 5._7th 293-6212. Di_scriu,
542: 378-9513.
2
r

rl

’63 MG Midriet pirolli, P.H. Seat ki,(t.
rover. Wren, A.1 Conclit.
81695. 293-5831.

43

5th.

SHARE.He
FLATt,
5,4
, emie7le
b

UNAPPROVED 2 Bedroom epartmex.
I
r,..
hol,n1hly r.stns from $170. N.
’42 STUDS with ’52 engine and trans.
and downr,we,
2957199,
Runs good. $50.
414 E William. CY 7-8877,

NEED GIRL ROOMMATE
N..... 10. I 131, I.

’

MEN’s APPROVED HOUSING CON.
TRACT FOR SALE. 75,
.
,1
ROOMMATE -s-h-a.-ra
2 Led,’
$37. 510 S.
GIRL
515 Pool. Judy. CV 2
MOVE IN TOIKSTI
Men (3) $120._ 680 S. ROOM AND BOARD for 7
prcxed Housing. Florence
St. 292-2635.
APPROVED HOUSING CONTRACT Room ..r-’l br,erd. 43 S
’
Hr,

13"’

PERSONALS 171
SUPERFLUOUS HAIR REMOVED. to
Electrolysis. Nantelle R. E. 210 5, First.
294 4499.
JIM - Lebo- 7417,;;e:-MartIn GuitarCall AL et 269_:9042 affm
r WANTED: All olonger
or, of Calif. Quo.,
.m.ttie Dow Bo, 5735 iI

SERVICES III
AUTO INSURANCE for all. Ph. 2482410
Chet Batley Insurance, 386 S. Monroe.
TV RENTALS
810 month
Phone 292 3457

D:7on li6.3tt
TPi-1NE IN MY
EXPTYPINfi;ICE
n9ht25-7ALL
HO,
ND5
EXPERIENCED
ALTERATIONS
SEAMSTRESS, 298-3301
EXPERT
.
TYPING. St5e2v7355.sCreek
iAmarea.2
RELIABLE
C,,r., .d.

PER_ PAGE. Er"
TYPING
223 PER

TYPING 454 Page. Palo Alto. Ire"
Werner_ 327_0448. Evenings _
READING SPECIALIST
lae-aPithendi:" - 2974)169.
Tile’"Pel
Call et Spartan Deily
207;1;31.01.1,118
.6
i
AdOf:m
handy
Send
or check
cash
- Enclose
No phono order’

